
  
   

THE CLEAN AND TIDY TOUR  

4-6 March 2005 

 Forty-three hardy souls braved the blizzards to get to Swanswood on the Friday morning. Icy conditions, thick snow but the 
welcome was, as ever, warm. Our genial host, Dave, was ready with the essential travellers breakfast – Guinness, and egg and 

bacon sandwiches by Helen and Toni. Resplendent in Number 1’s, some of the lads added their own sartorial eccentricities. 
Pete ’Poombah’ Hayward in a fetching syrup – in fact, he looked like Dave King’s twin brother; Sean ‘the Cheeky Chappie’ 

Gibbons with his Hawaiian shirt, and Ian ‘Deano’ Chapman, favouring the cravat and blazer –unfortunately he couldn’t 
persuade anyone to be the Jeeves to his Wooster. Stu Spiers and Jeff Smith were rather fetching in their Pimps’n’Ho’s jackets. 

 
The Kitchen  

What we left behind 
  

 
Is it Sean Gibbons  
or Alan Whicker? 

 
Deano 

  

Tour Organiser, Mike Wren laid down the rules. 

 ‘’Chaps, we are staying at a rather nice hotel, so please respect the premises, and preserve our good reputation’’With that The 
Dangerous Brothers – Steve and Nigel – aided by their new cohort, Steve Beale, produced boxes of dusters and Pledge. These 
items were to be carried at all times, and if caught without, the miscreant would have to pay into the fine kitty. Needless to say 
the incipient pickpockets amongst the party then went on a veritable orgy of purloining the said items from various unguarded 

pockets. Dave ‘Blofeld’ Gatfield was the first to be robbed, which was a tad dangerous, being the Master Criminal that he 
appears to be. 

And the fines mounted. 

 Mike Wren also announced that when the whistle went then the ‘Lucky Limerick’ would be placed into an unsuspecting 
drinker’s glass. The victim would then have to swallow the remainder of the pint and attempt to pass the ‘Limerick’ on. It was 

gently pointed out that the little figurine was, in fact, a ‘Leprechaun’. Let’s put that one down to nervousness being Tour Leader 
instead of the early stages of an encounter with Al – Al Zheimer , that is. 

It was also soon discovered that these cans would make fine flamethrowers. Obviously Mr King had been watching too many 
secret agent movies. Possibly not the best idea to provide the means of destruction to forty odd tourists about to revert to a 

second childhood, but hey, let’s live dangerously. Some of the veterans breathed a sigh of relief, that the infamous, nay, 
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notorious Pete ‘the Bomber’ Crundwell was safely far away in the penal colonies. 

Tour Organiser began to go white. 

The coach had obvious difficulties in negotiating the Vigo driveway – I am talking of the vehicular coach here, not our revered 
Coach, Tony ‘Squirrel’ Spiers – so the intrepid explorers made their way across the frozen wastes to join the coach in 

Commority Road. All that is apart from Steve Beale, not quite so intrepid, who insisted on being driven to the coach in the 
safety of his four-wheel drive. 

So bidding a fond farewell to Toni, Helen and Lisa, the party left, albeit reluctantly.  Not. 

Obviously by now, well in fact, by the bottom of Vigo Hill, in fact, the pints of Guinness had started to work through the various 
systems and the coaches on board ‘pissotiere’ was a favourite port of call. Although the ‘Spend a Pound a Pee’ fines box 

wielded by Messrs Higgins and Fitton was a tad expensive – in fact Dave Wiltshire and your President bought a season ticket, 
which seemed a better deal. 

Gradually, through the blizzard, the party made its way westwards. Well, actually we kind of went north for a bit. The President 
was puzzled when he saw nearby passenger planes and signs to Heathrow. Not being totally a Geography expert, it had to be 

explained that this was the only route to the West Country, via Heathrow, so the Old Boy slumped back in his seat, trying to 
work out whether he had been stitched up on the Lavatory Season Ticket or not. 

Needless to say the Party started to disassemble  - the older of the group gravitating towards the front of the coach, the 
younger towards the back. (Until it was noticed that infiltrating the Youth section were a certain Carl Hayward and Sean 

Gibbons). Another group seemed to cluster round the entrance to the Toilet facilities, as the breakfast began to work its way 
through various bladders. 

Bob Jones commandeered a double seat for his lap top, and after a cursory inspection, it was discovered that in fact he had no 
porn downloaded so he was allowed to close the said lap top before it was equally commandeered by the younger element, 

and be heavily fined for attempting to travel Business instead of Steerage. Meanwhile, Stewart Turner had hardly left the county 
before he was on the mobile, no doubt to his bookie. It was also noticeable that Martin Cox’s accent was becoming deeper the 

further west we travelled, and by the time we were through Reading he was beginning to sound like Poldark. 

Andy Higgins was then the first blood injury of the Tour as a squabble broke out between him and Andy Owens over the cache
of stolen furniture polish found in the immediate vicinity of Mr Owens. As it was less than a pint of blood lost by Mr Higgins, that 

was deemed a mere scratch, and thus unworthy of report. What was worthy of a few raised eyebrows though was when a 
member’s mobile went off, and it turned out to be Tony ‘the Touch’ Hill’s wife on the other end. Various libellous enquiries were 

made as to why it hadn’t been Tony’s mobile she was calling, but his explanation was accepted with grace.  

Gradually the snow became less heavy, and the rolling hills and picturesque villages of the Cotswolds provided the backdrop 
outside the coach windows. Although Mike Bassett missed quite a lot of that as he fell into a deep and, no doubt, refreshing 

coma. 

  

 
The Air Balloon 

 
Appropriate Sign 

  

The plan was to stop at a suitable coaching hostelry for refreshments on the way, but in fact, the destination turned out to be on 
the outskirts of Cheltenham, a place called the ‘Air Balloon’. It seemed a pleasant enough establishment, with quite a crowd of 
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tourists and families looking rather warily at this sudden crowd of gents descending on their peace and tranquillity. Polishing 
items of furniture at various times and trying to pass on the Lucky Limerick, the party downed a few more gallons of Nigerian 

Lager and the first glasses of the local brew. Then, glory, the food was produced. Well, a few sandwiches and a couple of 
plates of chips. A few mutterings were heard amongst the hungry souls – along the lines of ‘‘is that it? I’m Hank Marvin’’. 

(Which left the local yokels scratching their heads and looking around with anticipation of the arrival of the legendary guitarist). 
And then we left, leaving Bob Fitton to pay the bill for the food. He was a tad short of the necessary cash, well, a lot short in 
fact, necessitating a trip to the Fitton money belt. I think it was, the Father of the House, Digby Staples, who noticed the sign 

above the door ‘’Proprietor: Dick Turpin’’. And it was Dave Oliver who suggested after our visit that the ‘Air Balloon’ would 
henceforth be known as ‘Concorde’. 

By now we were beginning to wonder what we could do to shut up the noisiest members of the party, Martin Lingham and Tim 
Carslaw. 

 
The Queens 

 
The Queens 

 
Inside the foyer 

 
Inside the Hotel 

Soon, after the lunch stop, we were into the outskirts of Cheltenham, and our first view of the splendid Queens Hotel, which 
was to be our home for the next few days. The sight of this establishment caused cries of wonder, rather like going round the 
corner and seeing the Taj Mahal for the first time … or the Great Pyramids…or the Hanging Gardens of Babylon. Well, OK, I 

am getting a tad carried away there, but you get my drift. Having been used to various seedy establishments over the years the 
Queens looked quite breathtaking. 

The Tour Organiser gave himself a quiet slap on the back and accepted the plaudits of the impressed voyagers. 

To greet us was the inestimable Ken, who had that air of unflappability that years of dealing with the influx of Irish for 
Cheltenham Week had given him. He didn’t seem at all fazed as the players milled around the foyer collecting keys, and 

tripping over their various items of luggage.  

 
Ken the Major Domo 

 
Ken and the boys 

 
Captain Birdseye? 

 
Spiers and Turner 

The tale of Charlie was recounted. Charlie was a famous denizen of the Queens, who had actually been staying there for nigh 
on twenty years without actually paying for a room. He had his favourite seat by the bar, would happily ensconce himself there 
for the duration of Cheltenham Week, and blag a shower and shaving facilities from various guests, whilst apparently catching 
the odd snooze in his famous armchair. The fount of anecdotes and stories he had, seemingly, his payment. Alas and alack, 

poor Charlie, we were informed, had sadly fled this mortal coil recently and his presence would not grace the Queens hotel this 
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Cheltenham Week. Though his spirit is said to wander the corridors looking for a welcoming bathroom.  

Tour junior, Sam Merchant, by now had realised that his long suffering mother had not packed his case, and he only had the 
clothes he stood up in to last him the duration of the tour. Nigel needless to say offered Sam a few pounds to visit Mothercare 

to restock his wardrobe. 

 
Where did you get the 
hat...is that Luke in the 

Ballenciaga? 

 
Spiers Jr and Dunn Jr take 

the air 
  

 
D Oliver phoning his agent 

 
  

 
Bestiality in the High 

Street 
 
  

Quickly the tour party dispersed to their various rooms, performed the necessary ablutions and went off in search of what this 
thoroughly pleasant old spa town had to offer the discerning traveller. Like a party of hunting red Indians all points of the 

compass were covered. Your correspondent found himself attached to a small group who found a nearby ‘real’ racing pub, the 
Rotunda. No jukebox, and what seemed like continuous racing on the telly. Obviously not lively enough for the younger (and 

not so young, if the truth be known) element, the small group splintered even more, and we left the Rotunda in search of more 
solid nourishment. After finding a pub which employed possibly the most humourless barmaid, dressed as a Goth, or Visigoth 
or Mongol Hordes –whatever these strange creatures are called- in the whole of the South West, we were directed to a nearby 
curry house, which we were assured was the best curry house in Cheltenham. I began to have my suspicions when the various 
dishes we ordered all seemed to be of the same hue – a rather fetching shade of orange. OK , I am no Egon Ronay but I was 
surprised that Chicken Jal Freezi, Lamb Passanda and Prawn Bhuna would all be cooked in the same colourful sauce, and 

even more astonished when there was a short power cut but the unearthly glow from our plates ensured that the waiters would 
be able to find their way round the darkened room. We quickly realised that the aforementioned Goth barmaid was having her 
revenge for the chirruping she had had to put up with from some in our party. We managed to at least get some ballast in our 

bellies however and wandered off into the not-so-mean streets of Cheltenham in search of the rest of our party. Cheltenham is 
an interesting town. At one, seemingly a staid old town, but apparently full of youngsters, due to the presence of various seats 

of higher education in the vicinity,  there is a certain dichotomy behind the pale Cotswold stone façade. Thus, like a Lorelei 
singing her seductive tune to young sailors, the youth were drawn inexorably to the sound of modern music and the promise of 

meeting some of the more attractive creatures of the feminine persuasion. The older element was more content with the 
promise of more liquid refreshment, and apart from a quick photo opportunity with a strange statue in Napier Street; we were 

drawn to a familiar sign. O’Neill’s. This chain never seems to let the thirsty traveller down and thus it received the, by now, 
smaller raiding party. The noise emanating from one corner, however, could only mean one thing – the Vigo had also gravitated 

towards the same hostelry. Resplendent in the grotesque foam Guinness, St Patrick’s Day hats, which are given away with 
every five pints, were most of the tour party. Naturally, thirty minutes later, the newly arrived party were also decked out in the 

hats, and soon also downing shots supplied by a very attractive serving wench. Although why Mr Gibbons seemed to be 
stockpiling said shots was never really clear. Remarkably tolerant of the, by now, loudly carousing tourists, the bar staff were 
most pleasant, and the evening was certainly beginning to warm up. Some youngsters, who hadn’t yet made the club scene, 

were soon indulging in chatting up some rather attractive young ladies, but one of the party soon put paid to that by rummaging 
around inside one of their blouses, which was not possibly his best ever chat up line and, strangely, led to the departure of the 

ladies. 

‘’Never mind, lads’, came the cry,’ plenty more where that came from’’. 

The beer kept flowing, until one by one the lads separated in search of the nightclubs that proliferate in this town. Lee Walker 
and Pete Hayward wandered off into the night like a pair of rather large bookends, albeit a tad wobbly. Some of the more staid 
and elderly gentlemen of the party, however, were quite content to drink themselves into their customary Saturday night stupor, 
albeit twenty four hours early. Your correspondent decided to visit the famous Prom Club, which had advertised Blues and jazz 
Night on Fridays. The bouncer informed me that it was in fact a disco, with the tone of voice of ‘’so, eff off, granddad, it’s a bit 
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too young for you’’. So I effed off, and returned to the Irish theme pub for a last few ‘ones for the ditch’.  

The Queens seemed a rather pleasant and quiet oasis amongst the debauchery that this elegant town was concealing behind 
the equally elegant Queen Anne exteriors, and some of us gravitated to the hotel bar for a nightcap. However, the horrendous 
prices rather amended that idea. A Bombay sapphire and Tonic was a mere £4.55, which rather put me in mind of Dick Turpin 

being the proprietor of this establishment as well as the ‘Air balloon’, so having no wish to open another mortgage, I retired.  

 
Is this your bike Sir? 

 
How do you spell that? 

 
The Dangerous Brothers brought to 

book 

 

SATURDAY 
Saturday morning and the Queen’s Hotel reverberated to the sound of hangovers tripping up the previous night’s revellers. By 

now our numbers were swelled with the arrival of Moose, Jeff Summers and Mike Grayland, whose various business 
commitments precluded them from joining the coach on Friday. However, after a splendid breakfast, the members gathered for 

the ritualistic Court Sessions. Presided over by Justice Newnham, the Prosecutor was Steve Dunn, Public Defendant Mike 
Wren. Chief snitch was the Scottish Lavrenty Beria, Graham ‘Farquhar’ Smith, abetted by Nigel Merchant, the Quiet Man. 

Several facts came to light. Mike Grayland had woken to find, to his consternation, that a horse’s head had been acquired and 
placed on his pillow. Reminiscent of the scene in Godfather, MG broke into a cold sweat, wondering if had crossed the wrong 

person in his wheeler-dealer world of City Finances. However, to his relief, he found that it was in fact a jolly jape by his 
roommate. Nevertheless, he was found guilty of bestiality and fined. Tony Spiers, after complaining about his previous nights 
curry to all and sundry, interminably, was sentenced to eating a baby food curry, whilst Cullum O’Leary, Mark Murphy, Dave 

Gatfield and Stuart Spiers also were force fed baby food for various offences. Peter Dalton and Martin Cox, seemingly 
inseparable, were then sentenced to be handcuffed together for the rest of the day. Gradually, various miscreants were brought 

before the caught, and dealt with to varying degrees of savagery, whereby even the sharp wit of the Public Defendant was 
unable to sway the merciless Lord Chief Justice. Naturally the beer kitty was swelled considerably with the injection of the 

fines.  Dan Ackary and Luke Merchant received the Honorary Tour Dresses for being Tour Virgins, but the alacrity that Luke 
assumed his apparel was a tad worrying. He did however draw some admiring glances when he insisted on wearing the dress 
when out for a stroll round the streets of Cheltenham. I have to say that some of these admiring glances were not all from the 

distaff side of the human race.  
By all accounts Dave Oliver, believing in the myth that all Welshmen have great singing voices had led some members into a 

rendition of Delilah at one nightclub. Andrew Carslaw was as Andrew Ridgeway to Dave’s George Michael and being a 
sensible member of Vigo’s committee of long standing really should have known better. As the ambient music seemed to be 
garage music in this establishment, the denizens of said nightclub greeted the performance of this Tom Jones classic with 

some consternation. Needless to say, Messrs Oliver and Carslaw were heavily fined.  
(As a side-note, Dave tells me that he had to go to the doctor’s after the Tour with a sore throat. The doctor told him he had 

Tom Jones Syndrome. Dave said ‘‘is that rare?’’  The Doctor said ‘’It’s not unusual.’’)...I’ll get my coat 
 One nice touch was provided by a charming couple staying at the hotel, who had wandered unwittingly into the Court 

Sessions, but who enjoyed themselves so much that they too contributed towards the beer kitty. For this they received the 
ultimate Vigo accolade, namely the Two Finger Ripple. 

Unfortunately the Court proceedings were interrupted by a local citizen who insisted that someone in the tour party had stolen 
her garden gnome, and she had seen said garden gnome being carried into the hotel. When we pointed out that the alleged 
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garden gnome was in fact John Hawtin she seemed satisfied and left to purse her enquiries elsewhere.  

There was just enough time for the assembled cast to take a quick constitutional before the coach arrived to take the party to 
the day’s opponents – Minchinhampton. (Over the years I expect the good folk of Minchinhampton have heard every sort of 

double entendre, Carry On joke and smutty jeu de mot about the name of their delightful village, so I will not lower myself to join 
in the crassness). 

Mike Wren disappeared in a taxi to referee another local match, as the rest of the party headed off deeper into the Cotswolds to 
find our hosts. 

And the snow began to fall thickly. Forty minutes later, the coach driver seemed to be completely lost, but suddenly we came 
across Minchinhampton. However, the driver had some difficulty negotiating the narrow streets of the picturesque village. Tony 
Spiers and your President then sallied forth on foot to find the club. Tucked behind the village allotments, we found the Sports 

complex, and began to return to the coach, only to be nearly mown down by the coach, whose driver had, after all, found a way 
through the streets. The window boxes, which now festooned the coach quite gave the vehicle a jaunty air.  

As I entered the clubhouse, I remarked that the first three people that I encountered had broken noses – and that was just the 
women. Otherwise the local players ranged from large to huge, and Tony’s inherent pessimism was soon to the fore. We were 
then informed that the pitch was a short distance from the Clubhouse. Although that caused a few groans amongst the players, 
they were quickly reminded of Vigo’s early days, which quelled the mutinous mutterings. Indeed, as the players changed and 
gathered outside, the netball match that was about to start on the adjoining court captured their attention. In fact, it became 

almost impossible to tear some of the lads away from the bleachers; such was the attractiveness of the damsels. Eventually, 
amid more muttering, the players trooped on board the coach and we set off for the pitch. The name of the Tour Organiser by 

now was being imprecated as our first sight of the pitch filled the boys with horror. Expecting to see one man and his dog – and 
the dog being the Hound of the Baskervilles- the pitch was situated very picturesquely in the middle of a heath, possibly the 

inspiration for countless Hammer horror movies, and even possibly Shakespeare’s ‘blasted heath’. In all fairness, it was 
situated in a particularly pretty village, and would be a lovely place to ramble over if the temperature rose about forty degrees 

and the wind eased from the direction of the Arctic and became more a summer zephyr. The wind was blowing a gale, and the 
icy snow was nearly horizontal. Fortunately the coach driver pulled alongside the pitch to afford some of the spectators some 
protection. Needless to say some of the hardier souls stood shoulder to shoulder with their brethren in the face of the storm. I 

had a pleasant conversation with a certain Captain Oates – seemingly lost, but that is by the by. We also welcomed old friends 
Angus and Julie Wells, and the legendary Andy Prizeman, who live nearby. Obviously Minchinhampton go for their pre-season 
tour to Siberia to acclimatise themselves for the season, but there were some shivering souls dotted round the pitch. After the 

referee had ushered off the troupe of brass monkeys looking for lost bits, the game got under way. 

TOUR MATCH 

MINCHINHAMPTON RFC    15     VIGO    22  

 
The team...plus S.Turner 

 
Grant Hitchcock opens the 

scoring 

 
Jeff Miles 

 
Jeff Miles leads the 

defence 

With a considerable slope and an even more considerable wind combing forces, the home side were soon on the attack, Vigo 
struggling to hold on. The previous nights excesses were partly to blame, one feels, for the poor handling as much as frozen 

fingers. The pack however, was being warmed by some typically raw boned Gloucester driving play. Hard but fair, the 
Minchinhampton pack drove lustily into a youngish Vigo side. However, the hard tackling Andy Higgins, and skipper Stuart 

Spiers, guesting at flank forward, relished the physicality, and were soon leading by example in rallying their troops. Vigo were 
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soon split, however, by the excellent home number 8, Grant Hitchcok, popping up in the centre and running through a 
nonplussed Vigo defence to score. Vigo were soon trooping back behind their posts when a simple overlap allowed Simon 

Haigh to add to the scores. Vigo were either going to fold, or they were going to fight back, and fight back they did. Ignoring the 
icy wind, they started to put together some surprisingly effective handling movements, which at least kept the home defence 

occupied. A typical display by Gibbons, finding young stand off Dan Norton well, kept the home defence on its toes. 
Minchinhampton were having none of this Kentish impertinence and were soon back on the attack, and but for some brave try 

saving tackles by Bob Fitton and Mark Murphy would have extended the lead. Gradually, Vigo inched their way back up hill, the 
forwards gathering momentum, with veteran Graham Smith belying his advancing years with some steady play. Again the 

home side attacked, with Haigh and centre Simon Howells causing some anxious moments to Vigo, which stretched but never 
really overwhelmed the tough tackling Dan Ackary and Carl Hayward. The Villagers seemed to have weathered both storms, 
climactic and rugby, when they were caught napping by a quick line out and Chris Lemons jogged in for a simple try. But then 
came a deciding moment of the match. The slope and wind were probably a twenty point factor in this match, and Vigo could 
not afford to let the Minch get too far ahead, and Carl Hayward set off on a storming run through the home pack. Just when it 

looked he might score a superb individual try, he was brought down short of the line by a desperate cover tackle, only for Dave 
Wiltshire to be on hand for a joyous try.  

 
Some brave spectators 

 
More brave spectators 

 
Locals 

 
Some action 

Now Vigo had the elements in their favour, and a brave set of supporters to cheer them on, muffled as they were against the icy 
blasts. Pete Hayward, having possibly his finest game at prop, and the ferocious Higgins, dragged their pack with them as Vigo 

set about their first half tormentors. The unsung Grayland and Miles stood up to some typical driving scrimmaging by the 
Gloucester side and acquitted themselves admirably. Excellent rucking and mauling released a stream of ball to Vigo’s backs, 

whilst Dave Oliver, a wise head at stand off, was soon pinning the home side back deep in their own half. A driving maul 
pounded the home defence, and Higgins emerged form the maul to stretch over the line for a thoroughly deserved try. 

Minchinhampton, used to the slope, were not going to give up, and their inspiring skipper, Owain Atkins, urged his troops 
forward, embarking himself on some brave runs. Vigo had the bit beneath their teeth now, and the game entered into a grim 
war of attrition. The game never became nasty, due in no small measure to the excellent referee, Brian Moore, who was firm 

and sympathetic, correctly gauging the mood of the two teams. Both packs fought hard, with young Luke Merchant earning his 
spurs at lock, and second team stalwart Martin Lingham enjoying the rough and tumble. Then hooker Mike Grayland won vital 
ball against the head, and Chris Barnes ran hard at a retreating defence to put Jeff Summers away. Fitton defied the wind for 

an excellent conversion and a narrow lead. The home side redoubled their efforts, but Oliver kept pegging them back with 
some astute kicks. It was just such a kick that applied the coup de grace to the brave defence of the home side. For once, full 
back Haigh made a mistake and Dave Wiltshire, sniffing for just such a half chance, plunged over in the corner for the final try. 

Team: R.Fitton: D.Wiltshire, D.Ackary (rep: C.Barnes), C.Hayward, M.Murphy (rep: J.Summers); D.Norton (rep: D.Oliver), 
S.Gibbons; P.Hayward, M.Grayland, J.Miles; L.Merchant, M.Lingham; S.Spiers (capt.), A.Higgins; G.Smith 

Referee: B. Moore (Gloucester SRFUR) 

 
Where's my lifters? 

 
Sean Gibbons 

 
Poombah in the Tour tutu 

 
Martin Lingham soars like 

a thousand eagles 
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Returning to the clubhouse, it was soon established that the netball players had left for home, but that failed to dampen the 
spirits. Swapping trophies, ties and shirts and the generous presentation of a pristine match ball by local sponsors, Burleigh 
Travel, the Vigo lads were soon challenged to a boat race by the Minch players. That challenge was seen off as well, albeit 

closely. A few rousing choruses of some perennial favourites soon filled the cosy clubhouse. The Tsunami match was on the 
big screen which did tend to prevent Vigo from running through their full repertoire of songs, as much as Dave and Steve Dunn 

tried to instigate some singing. The ‘Limerick’ was by now also making the rounds. However, the Minchinhampton boys had 
reckoned without the drinking capability of the Villagers, and first the Guinness ran out, then the local bitter. Soon the cider 

began to take a heavy pounding too, as the bar manager was looking a tad apprehensive. Soon, however, the coach arrived to 
ferry the party back to the hotel. Half a dozen of our opponents leapt aboard, recounting lurid tales of being kidnapped by 

Kentish invaders, to their wives and girlfriends via mobile. ‘’Sorry, darling, nothing we can do. These bloody Kent boys have 
literally kidnapped us and dragged us off screaming and kicking. See you tomorrow then.’’ 

 
Bob Jones and Nick 

Maytun looking happy 

 
Stewart Spiers and Owain 

Atkins 

 
Can we go home yet? 

 
Nice hair 

Again the party broke up into different groups and headed off into the night, searching for the forbidden delights of Cheltenham. 
Needless to say, O’Neill’s seemed to be the first port of call for the majority of the lads. Again the Guinness family gained a few 

more pounds of profit, as the lads caroused. I was surprised at the lack of aggravation shown by the locals in O’Neill’s, and 
indeed, the bouncers to the tour party. Usually, there is animosity to any group of blokes intent on enjoying themselves and 

making a bit of a noise, but here everyone seemed to be very accommodating. 

However, I did hear Stuart Spiers got chased through the streets by some scallywags intent on causing him GBH. The mobile 
calls he made went along the lines of ‘’Come and help me, I’m being chased by some yobboes’’. ‘’Where are you?’’ ‘’I don’t 
know’’. Perhaps it was the lurid orange jacket and tiger skin Pimps fedora he was wearing that may have antagonised the 

locals. I don’t know. Fortunately, Stewart managed to make it back to the hotel in one piece safely. Not so fortunate was one of 
the older chaps who had his pocket lifted in one nightclub. He no doubt was under the impression that a young lady fancied him 

and was groping him. Delusion is such a dangerous thing in the elderly.  

  

 
Right where are we going?

 
Poombah looking good 

  

The northern end of Cheltenham seems more refined than Downtown, so naturally most of the party went downtown, although 
the Prom Club almost facing the Hotel seemed a popular venue, and there were some fine impressions of John Travolta 

afforded by some players who had seemed sorely injured earlier in the day. Obviously, some of the older members forsook the 
pleasures of the flesh and retired early to the hotel for a warming mug of Horlicks and an early night. I’m sure they said 

Horlicks…The bar offered the sadistic entertainment of Stewart Turner mugging one of the leading members of the club at 
cribbage. The victim’s name shall remain secret as he has a wife and two children to support and they will probably have to live 
on bread and water for the next month, such was the losses he incurred. Some of the other chaps negotiated an extension of 

their mortgage so that they could afford a couple of rounds of sandwiches and a nightcap from the hotel bar. Julian Brownridge, 
Nick Maytum, and John Hawtin had also been somewhat seduced by the gentility of their surroundings and were seen to be 
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ordering a small schooner of dry sack as their nightcap. 

Far into the night the revelry continued, but that old adage ‘What goes on tour, stays on tour’ precludes me from recounting 
every adventure by our intrepid heroes. However, it would be churlish of me not to mention Cullum O’Leary’s sudden 

predilection for Smirnoff Ice. It must have been the influence of the refined atmosphere.  

Sadly, that was the end of the Tour. Some rather pasty, indeed green tinged countenances at breakfast on Sunday were 
testimony to the night before. Hushed tones recounted lurid tales, which, alas and alack, will have to remain locked away in the 

Secrets Cupboard for a little while yet. Suffice it to say there were many coloured threads that make up the multi-coloured 
tapestry that is Vigo RFC. 

And the coach headed back to our homes, back to the warm embraces of our loved ones, wives and girlfriends. A thoroughly 
good time had been had by one and all on the Clean and Tidy Tour. 

Many thanks to Mike Wren who had, as always worked hard in the organisation of the Tour. 

The (not so) reluctant tourists were :- 

D.Ackary, M.Bassett, J.Brownridge, C.Barnes, S. Beale, A.Carslaw, T.Carslaw, I.Chapman, M.Cox, P.Dalton, D.Dunn, S.Dunn, 
R.Fitton, D.Gatfield, M.Grayland, S.Gibbons, J.Hawtin, C.Hayward, P.Hayward, A.Higgins, T.Hill, R.Jones, D.King, M.Lingham, 
N.Maytun, L.Merchant, N.Merchant, S.Merchant, J.Miles, Moose, M.Murphy T.Newnham, D.Norton, C.O’Leary, D.Oliver, 
A.Owens, G.Smith, J.Smith, S.Spiers, T.Spiers, D.Staples, J.Summers, S.Turner, L.Walker, D.Wiltshire, M.Wren 

Editors note: Some of the names have had to be changed to protect the innocent. 

Report by T Newnham 
 

 


	 
	SATURDAY
	Saturday morning and the Queen’s Hotel reverberated to the sound of hangovers tripping up the previous night’s revellers. By now our numbers were swelled with the arrival of Moose, Jeff Summers and Mike Grayland, whose various business commitments precluded them from joining the coach on Friday. However, after a splendid breakfast, the members gathered for the ritualistic Court Sessions. Presided over by Justice Newnham, the Prosecutor was Steve Dunn, Public Defendant Mike Wren. Chief snitch was the Scottish Lavrenty Beria, Graham ‘Farquhar’ Smith, abetted by Nigel Merchant, the Quiet Man. 
	Several facts came to light. Mike Grayland had woken to find, to his consternation, that a horse’s head had been acquired and placed on his pillow. Reminiscent of the scene in Godfather, MG broke into a cold sweat, wondering if had crossed the wrong person in his wheeler-dealer world of City Finances. However, to his relief, he found that it was in fact a jolly jape by his roommate. Nevertheless, he was found guilty of bestiality and fined. Tony Spiers, after complaining about his previous nights curry to all and sundry, interminably, was sentenced to eating a baby food curry, whilst Cullum O’Leary, Mark Murphy, Dave Gatfield and Stuart Spiers also were force fed baby food for various offences. Peter Dalton and Martin Cox, seemingly inseparable, were then sentenced to be handcuffed together for the rest of the day. Gradually, various miscreants were brought before the caught, and dealt with to varying degrees of savagery, whereby even the sharp wit of the Public Defendant was unable to sway the merciless Lord Chief Justice. Naturally the beer kitty was swelled considerably with the injection of the fines.  Dan Ackary and Luke Merchant received the Honorary Tour Dresses for being Tour Virgins, but the alacrity that Luke assumed his apparel was a tad worrying. He did however draw some admiring glances when he insisted on wearing the dress when out for a stroll round the streets of Cheltenham. I have to say that some of these admiring glances were not all from the distaff side of the human race. 
	By all accounts Dave Oliver, believing in the myth that all Welshmen have great singing voices had led some members into a rendition of Delilah at one nightclub. Andrew Carslaw was as Andrew Ridgeway to Dave’s George Michael and being a sensible member of Vigo’s committee of long standing really should have known better. As the ambient music seemed to be garage music in this establishment, the denizens of said nightclub greeted the performance of this Tom Jones classic with some consternation. Needless to say, Messrs Oliver and Carslaw were heavily fined. 
	(As a side-note, Dave tells me that he had to go to the doctor’s after the Tour with a sore throat. The doctor told him he had Tom Jones Syndrome. Dave said ‘‘is that rare?’’  The Doctor said ‘’It’s not unusual.’’)...I’ll get my coat

